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Foreword
The Fifth Czech and Slovak Symposium on Combinatorics, Graph theory, Algo-
rithms and applications was organized by the DIMATIA Center of Charles University,
Prague, in cooperation with Universities in Bratislava, Brno, Bansk/a Bystrica, 0Cesk/e
Bud0ejovice, Ko0sice and Plze0n, Technical Universities in Bratislava, Liberec and
Ostrava, and Czech Agriculture University, in Prague, July 6–11, 1998, in the year
of the 650th anniversary of Charles University. The symposium was the :fth in the se-
ries of international symposia organized in Czechoslovakia which started with the 1963
Smolenice meeting and continued in 1974, 1982 (Prague) and 1990 (Prachatice). 1
We organized this symposium with the belief that despite the enormous growth
of the :elds of combinatorics, graph theory and discrete mathematics in general, and
despite their numerous applications and relationship to computer science, there was still
a chance and possibility for a general meeting that would bring together researchers
and fans of all discrete mathematics, This holistic feeling of the organizers perhaps
found justi:cation in the large number of participants who came to Prague to take
part in the meeting. In total, 134 participants delivered contributing talks in 5 parallel
sessions. Even the 35 invited lectures were held in parallel, with the only exception of
special lectures named after V. Jarn/Ak and O. BorBuvka.
The present volumes represent an outgrow of this meeting in a very broad sense,
It is true that without the large meeting we would not have these volumes. But on
the other hand, after realizing that we received many papers and that we can aim
for a reasonably representative coverage of our :elds we decided to thoroughly edit
the volume, we invited further contributions and solicited new research papers and
surveys. As a result of this, the project took longer than we orginally expected, and it
also became necessary to split it into three volumes.
The research papers are collected in two volumes of Discrete Mathematics:
DIMATIA Graph Theory Collection and DIMATIA Combinatorics Collection. Each
volume is partioned into chapters according to the main scope of the :elds. These
two volumes begin with historical papers on Jarn/Ak’s and BorBuvka’s contributions to
graph theory. (During the symposium, BorBuvka Lecture was given by L. Lov/asz and
Jarn/Ak Lecture was given by R. Thomas.) One volume contains mostly solicited survey
articles. The tables of contents are included in all volumes.
1 Proceedings of these symposia were published as ‘Theory of Graphs and its Applications’ Academia,
Prague and Academic Press, New York 1964, ‘Recent Advances in Graph Theory’, 1974, ‘Graphs and other
Combinatorics Topics’ Teubner, Leipzig 1983 and ‘Fourth Czechoslovakian Symposium on Combinatorics,
Graphs and Complexity’ North-Holland, Amsterdam 1992.
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We want to thank the members of the organizing committee of the conference,
T. Dvo0r/ak (Prague), D. Fron0cek (Ostrava), E. Fuchs (Brno), I. Havel (Prague),
S. Jendrol’ (Ko0sice), A. Kot0e0sovcov/a (Prague), R. Nedela (Bansk/a Bystrica),
H. Ne0set0rilov/a (Prague), V. N/ydl ( 0Cesk/e Bud0ejovice), Z. Ryj/a0cek (Plze0n), J. 0Sir/a0n
(Bratislava), M. 0Skoviera (Bratislava), D. Turz/Ak (Prague), B. Zelinka (Liberec), but
in particular its most active core T. Dvo0r/ak, D. Fron0cek, I. Havel, H. Ne0set0rilov/a and
Z. Ryj/a0cek. We also thank our university staM H. 0C/asensk/a, H. Poli0sensk/a, A. Loren-
cov/a and our students R. Babilon, J. Fiala, P. Hlin0en/y, I. Kot0e0sovcov/a, V. Nov/ak,
H. Nyklov/a, D. Op0ela, P. Smol/Akov/a, R. 0S/amal, P. 0Skovro0n and J. Vondr/ak who
helped with local organization. Special thanks are due to the chief local organizer
A. Kot0e0sovcov/a without whom the conference would have been just impossible, and
to J. Fiala, the technical editor of the volumes. In the :nal stage of the preparation of
these volumes we bene:ted from the support of our newly founded institute ITI (under
the project LN00A056).
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